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Conservationists increasingly use unstructured observational data, such as citizen science records or ranger
patrol observations, to guide decision making. These datasets are often large and relatively cheap to collect,
and they have enormous potential. However, the resulting data are generally ‘‘messy,’’ and their use can incur
considerable costs, some of which are hidden. We present an overview of the opportunities and limitations
associated withmessy data by explaining how the preferences, skills, and incentives of data collectors affect
the quality of the information they contain and the investment required to unlock their potential. Drawing
widely from across the sciences, we break down elements of the observation process in order to highlight
likely sources of bias and error while emphasizing the importance of cross-disciplinary collaboration.We pro-
pose a framework for appraising messy data to guide those engaging with these types of dataset and make
them work for conservation and broader sustainability applications.
Challenges and Opportunities
The world’s ecosystems face a daunting array of threats,

including habitat loss, overexploitation, invasive species, pollu-

tion, and climate change.1–4 Robust data must be the corner-

stone for scientists of all stripes seeking to understand the dy-

namics of environmental change and to map out pathways

toward sustainability.5 Practical decisions for the promotion of

environmental health must be evidence based, and conservation

interventions are no exception,6–8 but gathering that evidence

via primary data collection within a formal study design is expen-

sive, time consuming, and often impractical.9,10 Confronted with

complex problems and restrictive budgets, governments and

conservationists increasingly draw on a large and rapidly

growing body of relatively unstructured or semi-structured

observational data for monitoring trends and assessing the ef-

fect of interventions.11–13 The use of high-volume, unstructured

data has been the subject of a number of recent reviews empha-

sizing the data-generation potential of social media and other

online technologies,14 the phenomenon of big data,15,16 and
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the public understanding of, and participation in, science.14–18

However, limited attention has been paid to the mechanisms

by which problems in such data arise and the ways that these is-

sues may be anticipated (bias avoidance) and overcome (bias

mitigation).

Here, we use the umbrella term ‘‘messy data’’ to describe da-

tasets whose collection does not conform to a formal study

design and are thus potentially subject to unmeasured bias

(Box 1). They are typically generated by processes that are de-

signed either (1) for a separate purpose, wherein the data collec-

tion is secondary (e.g., conservation ranger patrols), or (2) for

generating the required data but where the observation process

is relatively unstructured and/or opportunistic (e.g., many citizen

science projects). We use the term ‘‘observers’’ to cover gath-

erers of any form of messy data, many of whom are unwitting,

unpaid, or collecting data as an adjunct to a separate primary

objective. Within this definition of ‘‘messy’’ exists a wide range

of datasets (Figure 1). For example, in projects such as the Cor-

nell Laboratory of Ornithology’s eBird, the survey designers lack
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Box 1. A Glossary of Terms

Bias: systematic (as opposed to random) error causing loss of accuracy (as opposed to loss of precision).

Big data: datasets that are too large for traditional data-handling software, as well as typically highly variable data. These data

require new methods of storage and analysis to handle the large volumes and tease the signal from the noise.

Citizen science: the intentional, voluntary participation of amateur enthusiasts in scientific research activities. Participants provide

data (observational or experimental) and facilities for researchers and may also provide input into project design.

Crowd sensing: the collection of data from large numbers of individuals, each of whom records and submits data on (usually) web-

enabled mobile devices such as smartphones.

Distributedmind: describing a complex task split between numerous individuals at the same time, e.g., the protein-folding project,

foldit (https://fold.it).

Gamification: the application of game-design elements and game principles in non-game contexts.

Observation process: the many factors that lead to an event being recorded as an observation. This includes the spatial bias of

where people are, the chance that the people detect the event, their motivation to record the event, and the accuracy of the record.

Occupancy modeling: an analytical framework designed to explicitly separate the observation process (probability of detection)

from the event process (probability of the event), two processes which are otherwise confounded. Typically this modeling frame-

work analyzes binary occurrence data with repeat samples, although a number of extensions allow different data structures.

Semi-structured observational data: data comprising observations made without a standardized observation protocol, as well as

important metadata regarding the observation process.

Unstructured observational data: data comprising observations made without a standardized observation protocol.

Web scraping: the extraction of (usually) large amounts of information from online sources, which may or may not occur with the

knowledge or permission of the content creator.

Whole-system approach: a method of conducting a project wherein the research question is formulated and investigated with

explicit consideration of the full context in which the phenomena of interest, the observations, the analysis, and the responses

of interested parties occur.
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control over the behavior of observers but have sufficient re-

sources and enough data, metadata, and understanding of the

observation process to use sophisticated statistical modeling

to account for many aspects of the bias.20 Other messy data-

sets, by contrast, contain limited information about the behavior

of observers (or other data generators), producing biases that

are much harder to tackle. This latter group includes data from

herbaria and museums, ranger patrols, illegal wildlife trade sei-

zures at international borders, and crowd-sensing data from so-

cial media posts.21–23

Messy data have potential advantages over data from struc-

tured surveys, including low cost, easy accessibility, high volume,

and real-world relevance. In many cases, such data are the only

source of information about the phenomenon of interest. For

example, assessingpast changes in theabundanceordistribution

of an organism may be impossible without reference to museum

records and other historical sources (e.g., Seebens et al.24 and

McClenachan et al.25). In other cases, working with data gener-

ated for other purposes (e.g., web-scraping listings of wildlife

products offered for sale online) allows researchers to study illegal

activitieswithoutputting themselves inphysicaldanger.However,

allmessydatahave limitations.Anydataset of observationsposes

three main types of analytical challenge: (1) accounting for errors

ormistakes (e.g., incorrect species identification); (2) randomvari-

ation (or ‘‘noise’’),which is inherent in theprocessbeingobserved;

and (3) observerbias—systematic errors arising from theobserva-

tion process (e.g., preferential recording of certain events). In

messy data, bias is likely to be especially pervasive, requiring

particularly careful consideration.26–28

Drawing upon insights from across the natural and social sci-

ences, we synthesize current knowledge and offer guidance for

those wishing to engage with messy data. In particular, we
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challenge the notion that those wishing to use messy data

only need to engage with the data after collection. We discuss

the importance of weighing, at an early stage, the advantages

and disadvantages of using messy data against those of a

user-designed, scientifically structured survey. We lay out the

steps required to appraise the limitations and potential of a

candidate dataset by beginning with an understanding of the

underlying observation process—specifically, the way that the

data are affected by the motivations, needs, and backgrounds

of observers. We illustrate how this exercise serves two pur-

poses: (1) anticipating sources of bias and error and (2) identi-

fying opportunities to align incentives of data users and ob-

servers to mutual benefit. Finally, we argue that realizing the

full potential of messy data requires researchers and practi-

tioners to adopt a whole-system approach with careful consid-

eration of the entire data life cycle, from problem formulation

and data collection to the presentation and use of results.

When Are Messy Data Worth Using?
The global reach of the internet, coupled with the rapid uptake of

web-enabled mobile devices, has created unparalleled opportu-

nities to gather low-cost observational data of various types.29,30

However, although these data may be relatively cheap to ac-

quire, the subsequent cost of collation, appropriate analysis,

and interpretation can be high in terms of both time and money;

messy data are thus not always worth using.

To take the example of volunteer-collected datasets, organi-

zations managing such projects may require substantial funding

to attract, retain, and support volunteers; to maintain data-entry

systems; and to validate data.31 Pocock et al.31 provide a useful

flowchart to guide potential designers of volunteer surveys

through the costs and benefits of different types of data,

https://fold.it


Figure 1. Graphical Illustration ofMessyData
The ‘‘messiness’’ of a dataset can be reduced either
prior to its generation via elements of study design
(bias avoidance) or afterward via various techniques
to improve the information content (bias mitigation).
BMS, UK Butterfly Monitoring Scheme.19
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indicating whether or not the approach is likely to be feasible. For

example, UK citizen science projects, such as the Breeding Bird

Survey and ButterflyMonitoring Scheme,19,32 that directly inform

policy (e.g., by providing the data for generating biodiversity in-

dicators) cost between £70,000 and £150,000 annually to main-

tain.33 They rely upon volunteer observers, but the sampling

times, locations, and protocols are nonetheless carefully

planned, making the data amenable to analysis and therefore

potentially representing good value for money. By contrast, rela-

tively unstructured citizen science data, which generally cost

less money to support, may contain less useful information; for

example, analysis of DOFbasen, which contains opportunistic

sightings of birds in Denmark, showed that it detected fewer

than half of the declines in bird population occurrence rates in

Denmark apparent in the more structured dataset from the

Danish Common Bird Monitoring Scheme.34 A similar compari-

son between relatively structured and unstructured datasets

for UK birds showedmore consistent agreement in trends calcu-

lated with simple statistical techniques (90 out of 141 species’

trends positively correlated for the two sets), such that agree-

ment was more likely for common and widespread species.35
There may also be corollary benefits to

set against the potential costs of themess-

iness of the data produced by volunteer

projects, particularly public engagement

in science via direct participation.18 Addi-

tionally, the data may have the potential

to yield information that might be useful

for unanticipated challenges36 (although

this is not exclusive to this type of data).

For example, the UK Partridge Count

Scheme, a citizen science scheme set up

by the Game and Wildlife Conservation

Trust to monitor gray partridge (Perdix per-

dix) abundance and breeding success,

was subsequently used to evaluate the

conservation value of different agri-envi-

ronmental schemes.37 Many published

studies now include raw data as supple-

mentary material, making data sharing

easier. It is also increasingly common for

authors to provide code and software,

such that future users of messy data may

be able to make use of existing methods

of data cleaning and processing.

To take another example of a type of

increasinglywidely usedmessy data, posts

on social media platforms such as Twitter

can be searched to provide early warnings

of biosecurity risks such as agricultural

pests;38 the costs required to conduct
such surveillance with professional observers would be vastly

higher andmight not necessarily lead to better information. Social

media can also illuminate clandestine human behaviors such as

illegalwildlife trading (IWT)when thepertinent question iswhether

this trading is happening, as well as general information on its

characteristics rather than detailed questions on trends and ab-

solute magnitudes.22 However, such data are likely to contain

themost pervasive forms of biases while offering very little scope

for mitigation. In the case of IWT, variable privacy settings allow

some trade to be carried out in relatively public forums, such as

open Facebook groups, but vendors will also advertise in closed,

private groups or sell directly in privatemessages. There is there-

fore no way to know what proportion of the trade is being re-

corded. Furthermore, although vendors may advertise openly,

the sales themselves usually take place in private, meaning that

the location and identity of the consumer, or even the final price

agreed,maynotbeknown.Careful framingof researchquestions,

together with a good understanding of the data limitations, must

be employed before engaging with these types of datasets.22

Datasets that originate from social media postings may

contain considerable error and bias, but not necessarily as a
One Earth 2, May 22, 2020 457
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result of the observation process (which is conducted by re-

searchers). Data collected by non-researcher observers for other

conservation purposes are increasingly being used to answer

research questions; examples include harvest records from

hunters used to develop population management strategies

and ranger patrol data used to inform protected area manage-

ment.39,40 However, data that cost researchers little or nothing

to acquire can nonetheless be expensive to use. In these situa-

tions, researchers have relatively little control over the structure

of the data that are collected, so biases must be countered dur-

ing the analysis phase. Indeed, many recent advances in statis-

tics have been driven in large part by the requirement to process

large, unstructured datasets.41 Complex analytical techniques

have enabled countless advances across the social and natural

sciences and can greatly enhance the utility of observational

data. However, complex analysis costs money and has other im-

plications. Firstly, specialist techniques require specialist ana-

lysts and software and may require substantial computing time

(e.g., Bayesian analysis), all of which have associated barriers

to ongoing use (e.g., expertise); open-source software such as

R should, however, increase the accessibility of complex anal-

ysis. Secondly, statistically characterizing the biases in unstruc-

tured data requires a clear understanding of the observation pro-

cess and appropriate covariate data, which may be either

expensive or unavailable. In studies where observers are rela-

tively free to choose the times and places of observations, these

factors cannot be accounted for by standardization (which could

be achieved with a strict, formalized sampling protocol), making

the availability of covariate data especially important. In many

such cases, this information will need to have been collected

by the observers at the same time as the observations and

thus cannot be gathered post hoc by subsequent data users.

Thirdly, the greater the sophistication of the analysis, the harder

it may be to summarize to non-specialist audiences, including

existing or potential observers whom one may wish to enthuse

and encourage via communication of the outputs.42 Different au-

diences require different modes of visualization, and communi-

cating uncertainty in a truthful but accessible way is a chal-

lenge.43 Complex analysis is unlikely to be understood at face

value by anyone other than a specialist audience,44 meaning

that poor data-visualization choices can lead to responses

ranging from apathy to what has been labeled ‘‘cartohypno-

sis’’—the tendency to invest too much confidence in (spatial)

data presented in a suitably authoritative manner.42,45

The added value of investments in each of the particular

stages of production, processing, and analysis of data could

depend upon the lifespan of a project. Whereas statistical anal-

ysis can be expensive and time consuming, the benefits of code

or software are scalable, so the costs should decline in relative

terms as the duration of the project increases. Moreover, the

duration of an environmental monitoring study may increase its

likelihood of influencing policy.46

Even very messy data can sometimes be sufficient to answer

questions posed at appropriately low temporal or spatial resolu-

tions or where power to detect change does not need to be

high.47 Sometimes, with limited resources, there may be occa-

sions when it is reasonable simply to use appropriate summaries

of raw data without substantial processing to account for bias by

acknowledging that biases are likely to be present and being
458 One Earth 2, May 22, 2020
cautious about their interpretation.48,49 For example, Ingram

et al.48 summarize available data on seizures of pangolin (Pholi-

dota: Manidae) products while drawing attention to the differing

availability of data from different sources and without drawing

conclusions about the underlying processes.

Overall, judgments about the utility of messy data should be

made with reference to a specific objective and should consider

the full costs of both collection and analysis given that different

questions place different requirements on data quality. Users

with restricted budgets should be wary of assuming that large

volumes of cheap-to-collect, unstructured data will be better

than nothing;50 the signal-to-noise ratio in unstructured data

can be low,51 and not accounting for biases could lead to

misleading conclusions.52 Therefore, the decision about which

datasets to use to answer a question should be taken carefully

and deliberately (Figure 2). Before the potential value of a given

dataset can be judged, it is necessary to appraise the informa-

tion it is likely to yield and to identify the best way to extract it.

For unstructured or semi-structured observational data, the first

step in this appraisal is to consider the observation process

itself.

Understanding the Processes Producing the Data
Tolstoy observed that ‘‘happy families are all alike; every un-

happy family is unhappy in its own way’’;53 similarly, although

standard approaches can be applied to the analysis of relatively

structured survey data, the messiest datasets are messy in

different ways, and no simple ‘‘recipe’’ exists for extracting

maximum value from them.

The key to ‘‘reading’’ a dataset is to consider exactly what was

being recorded, where, when, how, and by whom (Figure 3A).

Answering these questions allows the analyst to anticipate the

likely sources of bias, which can be subject derived (e.g., hetero-

geneous detection probabilities), observer derived (e.g., prefer-

ential recording of certain events), externally derived (e.g.,

weather, time of day, or changed instructions), or a combination

of all three. For example, electronic healthcare records are

routinely collected for patients treated at hospitals and represent

a vast store of biomedical information.54 However, the likelihood

that a case of any given medical condition is recorded depends

on whether the patient reports to hospital (subject-derived bias)

and whether the physician correctly diagnoses the problem and

enters the record (observer-derived bias), which in turn is depen-

dent upon the regulatory, policy, and financial environments

(externally derived bias).54,55 Variation in these processes over

time or space can confound the underlying phenomenon being

measured. For example, apparent changes in depression rates

among diabetes and coronary heart disease patients reporting

to general practices in Leeds, UK, between 2002 and 2012

weremore likely to be driven solely by altered incentives for iden-

tifying the condition than by underlying changes in the preva-

lence of these conditions.56 An equivalent situation appears to

apply to global patterns of ivory seizures; the proportion of ivory

transactions seized per country is positively correlated with

World Bank governance indicators and most strongly with

‘‘rule of law.’’57

Determining what is motivating the observers’ patterns of

behavior can illuminate challenges with interpreting data

(Figure 3). For example, birdwatching is a popular and



Figure 2. Schematic of Processes Involved in
an Adaptive-Management Approach to Using
Messy Datasets
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widespread pastime, and several organizations have capitalized

on this vast potential repository of information; however, projects

such as eBird—which aims to use records submitted by mem-

bers of the public to generate spatial patterns and trends—

must contend with the highly non-random probabilities of detec-

tion that arise from observers deliberately trying to improve their

chances of recording certain species.58 This taxonomic bias is

not restricted to birdwatchers.59 Even researchers direct their

study efforts across taxa in a manner that reflects personal

and cultural preferences as much as their relative scientific or

conservation importance.60 In the same way, although ranger

patrols may provide data on the abundance and distribution of

threats to wildlife, their primary aim is typically to maximize the

detection and deterrence of such threats.39

The same consideration should be given to the set of external

influences thatmake up the personal, professional, physical, and

wider socioeconomic environments of observers.61 For example,

bag data from licensed hunting of large mammals can be influ-

enced by factors that determine the propensity of hunters to fill

their quota, including changes in hunting methods and culture,

game abundance, and the influence of quotas themselves.40

Attention should also be paid to the competence of observers

in relation to thecomplexity of observationsundertaken;62 if com-

plex measurements or identification are involved, interobserver

variation in technical ability or species recognition skills could

produce systematic bias and error.
Once sources of bias in an existing

dataset have been identified, there are

several options available to counter their

influence (i.e., bias mitigation; Figure 3B

and Table 1). Statistical modeling is the

most familiar of these and is covered in

detail elsewhere,16,27,68 but we further

draw readers’ attention to the virtual ecol-

ogist approach,69 which involves simu-

lating the underlying ecological data (e.g.,

species population trends) as well as the

observation process used to sample

them. The resultant ‘‘dummy’’ data can

then be used to test the potential power

of different datasets to meet stated objec-

tives and to estimate the degree of analyt-

ical complexity that might be required to

extract reliable information from a given

dataset. For example, Isaac et al.27

comparedmodels designed to detect tem-

poral biodiversity trends in simulated data-

sets with known degrees of bias and error,

demonstrating that in this case more com-

plex formulations were superior.

Although messy data are typically used

only when structured datasets of adequate

size cannot be produced, much smaller
structured datasets are sometimes available, and these can be

used to assess the reliability of outputs from messy datasets

via direct comparison.28,34,70 Alternatively, several features of

potentially messy datasets could be used to indirectly infer their

quality, such as the existence of iterative design, observer

training and testing, and standardization of data input.62,71Where

applicable, internal consistency—i.e., the degree of agreement

between observers—can also be used to reduce error.72 For

example, this formof calibration is used in criminology to contend

with systematic differences in reporting rates. Perceptions of po-

lice bias can reduce the reporting of crime among certain co-

horts73 and implicit bias in policing can skew arrest rates,74 lead-

ing to under- and over-representation in crime data, respectively.

If the extent of these biases can be quantified, biases can be cor-

rected.75 For instance, so-called ‘‘consent searches’’ by US po-

lice officers who suspect an individual of possessing an illegal

substance can be used to calculate the ‘‘hit rate’’ for each racial

sub-group (i.e., the proportion of searches inwhich an illegal sub-

stance is found). A significantly lower ‘‘hit rate’’ for anygiven racial

group could indicate that targets had been selected on the basis

of race as well as of suspicious behavior such that the probability

that an individual would be searched differed between groups.75

Equivalent approaches have been applied to citizen science

data, whereby analysts have used interobserver agreement in

observations to assign individuals to skill categories, which can

be used to calibrate the dataset.63,76
One Earth 2, May 22, 2020 459



Figure 3. Appraisal and Management of
Biases in Observational Data
(A) Questions to ask in order to understand the
observation process.
(B) Options for accounting for resultant biases.
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If several messy datasets are available, it may be possible to

mitigate bias via triangulation.25,77,78 This process is most effec-

tive when the datasets originate fromdifferent processes and are

therefore less likely to share the same sorts of bias.79,80 For

example, Been et al.81 estimated the use of opioids in Lausanne,

Switzerland, by combining public health datawith chemical anal-

ysis of wastewater. Examples of triangulation with diverse data

sources are rare in purely ecological data, although they are rela-

tively common in the conservation social science literature.82

Therefore, there could be the potential to use this approach

more often in conservation contexts, especially if there is active

dialog between groups of stakeholders and researchers. For

example, the ‘‘oakmapper’’ tool provides a case study of flexibly

combining data from public, professional, and regulatory

spheres to monitor the spread of a plant pathogen.83
460 One Earth 2, May 22, 2020
Where amessy dataset has not yet been

created, study designers may have the op-

portunity to proactively manipulate the

observation process in such a way as to

reduce the strength or likelihood of biases

before they arise (Figure 2). In the next sec-

tion, we discuss ways in which this can be

achieved.

Aligning Incentives for Planners,
Observers, and Users
The collection, analysis, and use of messy

datasets typically involve multiple different

actors whose motivations may differ. An

important but underappreciated avenue

for improving the usefulness of messy

data for answering practical questions

lies in learning what motivates these

different actors and designing systems

that help to align their incentives. Citizen

science projects in particular have utilized

a range of techniques to maximize data

quality and quantity by aligning themotiva-

tions of observers and end users (Table 2).

Motivations may be context specific; for

example, users of two different ‘‘distrib-

uted-mind’’ projects (foldit andGalaxyZoo,

designed to find folding solutions for pro-

teins and to classify images of galaxies,

respectively) had contrasting views on

the desirability of gamification.91 The

needs of end users also differ; for some ap-

plications, such as monitoring trends over

time, retention of existing observers who

carry out repeat visits to the same sites

may be more important than the recruit-

ment of new ones.87 The incentives
required to support retention might be quite different from those

enhancing recruitment.92

In other messy-data contexts, incentive alignment is often

less well developed or implemented, and lessons from citizen

science may not necessarily be applicable to every context.

Where the data gathering is secondary to the main activity un-

dertaken by observers, the potential for aligning incentives may

be limited, and for crowd-sensed data there may not be any

opportunity at all. Conservation ranger patrols are an example

of the former. Here, the primary requirement to find and remove

threats to animals will frequently be at odds with the secondary

requirement to learn about spatial and temporal patterns in

such threats; rangers are very unlikely to perform systematic

searches if they already have a perception of where illegal ac-

tivities are likely to occur. Overall, knowing what, if any,



Table 1. Conservation Case Studies of Messy Data Use

Example Challenge Data Likely Bias Solution to Bias Reference

eBird generating

species

distribution

estimates

semi-structured,

collected by enthusiastic

amateurs: eBird, a global

volunteer dataset

comprising observations

of bird species in the form

of species checklists

variation in observer

experience and behavior

leads to unreliable data

for less familiar species

average number of

species recorded by

each observer per

checklist is used as a

proxy for experience

and behavior and

used as a covariate in

occupancy models

Johnston

et al.63

Ranger

patrols

improving

conservation

law-enforcement

strategy

semi-structured,

collected by

professionals engaged in

alternative activity:

ranger-collected

observations of illegal

activity encountered

during the course of

patrols, Queen Elizabeth

Protected Area, Uganda

observations biased to

areas where rangers

expect to find illegal

activity; lack of spatial

evenness

statistical modeling:

Bayesian general

additive models that

explicitly account for

imperfect detection

(require sufficient

sample size in

original data)

Critchlow

et al.39,64

Bird ringing determining

causes of

mortality of

little owls

(Athene noctua)

unstructured, collected

by any member of the

public: capture-mark-

recapture of owls ringed

in Germany; recaptures

are opportune recoveries

of marked, deceased

individuals by members

of the public

ringing recoveries biased

to types of mortality (e.g.,

vehicle collisions) most

visible to members of the

public

calibrate mortality

data by using

independent, small-

scale telemetry study

Naef-Daenzer

et al.65

Hunter

observations

monitoring

population

density of

moose (Alces

alces)

poorly structured,

collected by enthusiastic

amateurs: hunter

observations recorded

via a smartphone app in

Alberta, Canada

lack of spatial information

allows duplicate counts;

hunters may self-select

areas of high moose

abundance, thereby

providing over-estimates

of density

accept bias; calibrate

with occasional aerial

surveys

Boyce and

Corrigan66

Wikipedia

users

understanding

the global

cultural attitudes

toward reptiles

web scraped: counts of

Wikipedia page views of

selected reptile species

across different language

versions

page views likely to be

relatively high for species

living in areas where

internet penetration is

high; views restricted by

availability of species

pages in the language of

the potential viewer

accept the existence

of biases and

interpret with caution

Roll et al.67
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incentives could be offered requires a good understanding of

the motivations of participants.91 If direct questioning of ob-

servers is not possible,93,94 this might be done by analyzing

the composition of recorded data in order to determine which

external factors drive particular types of participation.61,95

Designers of messy-data-collection programs should also be

aware that incentives can be counterproductive. If leader

boards or other competition-provoking mechanisms are em-

ployed, the ‘‘targets’’ should reflect what the program designer

wants. For example, if presence-absence data are required,

observers should be rewarded not for what they find but for

how much, and where, they have looked.96 Any sort of stated

target, however, risks becoming counterproductive if it encour-

ages the pursuit of a simplified proxy of the actual goal. This

broad phenomenon is characterized in public policy as the ‘‘co-
bra effect’’ after the British Colonial government in India’s pol-

icy of putting a bounty on dead cobras in an attempt to reduce

the populations of these snakes. The populace soon began to

breed cobras in order to claim the bounty, thus making the

problem worse, not better.97 As with all interventions, the

success of incentives to improve data quantity and quality

should be tested and monitored as part of an iterative study

design.62,98,99

A dataset’s size alone is not sufficient to guarantee its utility,50

and in some instances it may be preferable to incentivize data

quality rather than quantity. Callaghan et al.96 present an

approach to increasing themarginal value of ecological observa-

tions by estimating the statistical leverage of an observation at a

given point in space and time; the method allows program de-

signers to rank times and places where observations would be
One Earth 2, May 22, 2020 461



Table 2. Examples of Motivations of Observers and Data Users in Citizen Science Projects and Mechanisms Used to Align Them

Project Activity

Motivation of

Observer

Motivation of

Data User Alignment Mechanism Reference

eBird spatial mapping

of birds

to contribute to

science

to achieve even

spatial coverage

‘‘avicaching’’—assign points

to sampling locations, where the

value is the inverse of past

sampling efforts

Xue et al.84

eBird spatial mapping

of birds

to record personal

observations

to maximize

participation

provide personalized lists, maps,

and charts for individual observers

Wood et al.85

iNaturalist spatial mapping

of fauna and flora

to compete with

other observers

to maximize

sample size

publish leader boards on dataset

website

Preece86

Fishery

monitoring in

Maine, US

counting migratory

fish at pre-determined

locations

to record and enter

data in a simple

manner

to maximize

participation

provide simple protocols; use

intuitive data-entry systems

Bieluch et al.87

The Maine

Loon Count

counting breeding

pairs of common

loons (Gavia immer)

to minimize required

effort

to retain observers

over time

maximize the interval between

requested observations

Stockwell

and Gallo88

Water-quality

monitoring

projects

collecting biological

and chemical data

from freshwater and

marine sources

to contribute to a

personally important

objective

to maximize

participation

provide feedback to volunteers

on the subsequent data uses

and even involve them in

management decisions

Alender89

Old Weather transcribing weather

accounts from

historical ship logs

to compete with

other observers

to improve

accuracy of

information

reward loyalty to specific ships,

thereby allowing each user to

become familiar with the

handwriting used on that ship

Eveleigh et al.90
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most beneficial and to offer this information to prospective ob-

servers. This is likely to be most successful when the observers

understand the value of their contribution and are motivated to

enhance it. Data quality could in some circumstances be

improved by better communication of the science behind the

study so that observers appreciate why they are being asked

to do things in a particular way.90 For example, coordinators of

river herring counts in Maine stressed the need to explain to

volunteer counters that zero counts were just as useful and infor-

mative as counts where many fish were seen.87

More generally, the most successful messy-data projects will

be cross-disciplinary collaborations between observers, re-

searchers, analysts, and end users (e.g., policymakers), and it

is especially important to maintain effective communication in

all directions between each of these components. This form

of collaboration serves several purposes, allowing (1) assimila-

tion of local knowledge into wider scientific domains, (2) rapid

response to altered circumstances, (3) production of policy-

relevant data, and (4) local empowerment for conservation

and, overall, therefore, more likelihood that the program will

be self-sustaining.87,88,100 This approach will also promote cor-

ollary benefits such as enhanced public understanding of, and

engagement with, science. Communication may be most effec-

tive when embedded within an adaptive-management

approach, wherein feedback loops continuously refine not

only the efficiency of the data in finding answers to questions

but also the nature of the questions asked (Figure 2). Effective

and honest communication not only is useful for achieving a

project’s aims but should also be considered a minimum

ethical standard. Ethics in data collection are beyond the scope

of this paper but are nonetheless important and pertinent to

many key areas, including privacy, the potentially manipulative
462 One Earth 2, May 22, 2020
effect of incentives, and underlying power dynamics. An ethical

code of conduct should be a central component of study

design.101,102

Concluding Remarks
Messy data have a particularly important role to play in address-

ing challenges to biodiversity conservation and the broader sus-

tainability agenda, where funding is limited and challenges are

seemingly endless. In some cases they represent not merely

the best but the only option for gathering information. Where

messy datasets originate from citizen science or crowd sensing,

sample sizes are typically comparatively large, but the data are

likely to contain correspondingly large problems in the form of

bias and error (Figure 1). Indeed, the preparation and analysis

of messy data frequently requires more money and effort than

for more structured datasets, and these relatively hidden costs

should be carefully considered before the choice to use messy

data is made.

No datasets, however they are generated, are immune to error

or bias, and all will require careful analysis. However, the further

survey planners depart from ‘‘traditional’’ structured forms of

data collection (e.g., moving from small-scale, professional,

on-the-ground surveys to methods such as web scraping and

global-scale free-to-access data-upload platforms), the greater

the problems encountered in analysis. Effort should be invested

in identifying techniques that simultaneously maximize data vol-

ume while minimizing bias. Gaining a thorough understanding of

the observation process, including the motivations and behavior

of observers, should be the starting point for anyone wishing to

use messy data (Figure 3). Where users have some influence

over data collection, taking a broad-scale view of the whole

process—from concept to dissemination of results (Figure 2)—
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will help to identify the areas where improvements can be most

easily and efficiently made.

Increasingly complex analytical techniques will improve the

amount of usable information that can be obtained from messy

datasets, but this requires skilled staff and sophisticated equip-

ment and could limit transparency and interpretability for non-

specialist audiences. Efforts to devise incentives and other pro-

tocols that reduce the amount of bias and error entering the data

in the first place might be more cost effective. Nonetheless,

messy data are both here to stay and hugely valuable for ecolog-

ical and conservation research if all parties enter into their use in

full knowledge of both the benefits and the costs.
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